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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

When algorithmic harms emerge, a reasonable response is to stop
using the algorithm to resolve concerns related to fairness, accountability, transparency, and ethics (FATE). However, just because an
algorithm is removed does not imply its FATE-related issues cease
to exist. In this paper, we introduce the notion of the “algorithmic
imprint” to illustrate how merely removing an algorithm does not
necessarily undo or mitigate its consequences. We operationalize
this concept and its implications through the 2020 events surrounding the algorithmic grading of the General Certificate of Education
(GCE) Advanced (A) Level exams, an internationally recognized UKbased high school diploma exam administered in over 160 countries.
While the algorithmic standardization was ultimately removed due
to global protests, we show how the removal failed to undo the
algorithmic imprint on the sociotechnical infrastructures that shape
students’, teachers’, and parents’ lives. These events provide a rare
chance to analyze the state of the world both with and without
algorithmic mediation. We situate our case study in Bangladesh to
illustrate how algorithms made in the Global North disproportionately impact stakeholders in the Global South. Chronicling more
than a year-long community engagement consisting of 47 interviews, we present the first coherent timeline of “what” happened
in Bangladesh, contextualizing “why” and “how” they happened
through the lenses of the algorithmic imprint and situated algorithmic fairness. Analyzing these events, we highlight how the contours
of the algorithmic imprints can be inferred at the infrastructural,
social, and individual levels. We share conceptual and practical
implications around how imprint-awareness can (a) broaden the
boundaries of how we think about algorithmic impact, (b) inform
how we design algorithms, and (c) guide us in AI governance. The
imprint-aware design mindset can make the algorithmic development process more human-centered and sociotechnically-informed.
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1

INTRODUCTION
“Aah now I see it! Even though they took the algorithmic
calculation out, its ghost [spirit] lived on in the revised
output”—A participant reflecting on the outcome of a
revised algorithmic grading event

A common—and reasonable–response upon discovery of harms
from an algorithmic system is to simply stop using it so that its
harmful effects are prevented from propagating farther. This has
been a common approach to address public demands for accountability of harmful systems; for instance, the Gender Shades studies
[16, 17] highlighted the harms of biased commercial facial recognition systems, catalyzing their discontinuation [3, 26]. While ceasing
algorithmic use is a good first step, such an approach may be insufficient for mitigating all such harms. We elucidate why that is
the case through the events surrounding the algorithmic grading
of the globally administered GCE A Level exams in June 2020.
In this paper, we introduce the notion of the algorithmic imprint
to illustrate how the removal of an algorithm does not necessarily
entail that its effects are stopped or undone. Put differently, algorithmic consequences extend well beyond the algorithm’s “lifetime”
(deployment period). The concept of algorithmic imprint broadens
the boundaries of what is typically considered for algorithmic impact. Typically, our conceptual canvas of algorithmic fairness issues
is most salient in and circumscribed to the algorithm’s lifetime [86].
Like a footprint remains the sand long after someone has passed,
or a palimpsest records the writing on the sheet of paper above it,
algorithmic systems can leave their mark on the data infrastructure, societal organization, or mental wellbeing of data subjects
long after stopping their use. The concept of the imprint does not
change the existing nature of algorithms. Algorithms have always
been imprint-laden. The notion of the imprint provides the essential vocabulary to articulate and address harms and ethical issues
in the algorithm’s “afterlife” (period after deployment ceases)—an
unexplored area in the algorithmic fairness literature. Algorithmic
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harms can be harder to detect in the afterlife because the algorithm’s absence can make these issues less visible. The algorithmic
imprint underscores that algorithms do not function in a vacuum; a
wide range of infrastructural conditions and organizational practices (that make algorithms possible) act in concert to co-constitute
stakeholders’ lived experiences of the algorithm’s consequences
[28, 76]. The imprint forms a junction that connects the consequential infrastructural conditionals and organizational practices that
create and sustain the deployment during algorithm’s lifetime with
their after-effects that persist in the afterlife. It provides an important point of inquiry to investigate the differential agencies and
experiences of the stakeholders for possible algorithmic harms.
Furthermore, just because imprints can persist in the algorithmic
afterlife does not mean they are not present during the lifetime. The
imprints can develop and evolve throughout a deployment. The
contours of imprints emerge and can be detected at many levels: at
the infrastructural level, they can develop through formative data
practices that make the algorithm possible. At the social level, they
can be discerned through the altered social relationships (how people relate to each other) due to algorithmic mediations, constraining
how a society addresses collective problems. At an individual level,
algorithms can leave imprints on how people make sense of algorithmic operations and interpret their lived experiences with
the algorithm, carrying deep psychological impact on their mental
well-being. An imprint-aware approach can afford the ability to
"see" effects that would otherwise be less visible due to the absence
of the algorithm. By making algorithmic fairness issues traceable
and tractable in the algorithm’s afterlife, the imprint can bring the
oft-invisible elements (e.g., data practices) to conscious awareness,
thereby making them actionable. Serving as a junction point connecting the algorithmic lifetime with its afterlife, the concept can
allow us to trace less visible infrastructural facets to find areas of
harm or missing accountability.
We situate the concept through the algorithmic grading events of
the General Certificate of Education (GCE) Advanced (A) Level
exams in 2020. GCE A Levels are globally-recognized international
exams that evaluate high school students’ academic competence
[115]. Even though the exam boards are UK-based [81], these exams
are taken in more than 160 countries, many of them are a part of
the British Commonwealth (an association of nations that were
formerly British colonies). The A Level grades are consequential,
serving an indispensable role in university admissions. Due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, the Office of Qualifications and Exam Regulations (aka ‘Ofqual’)—the UK-based quasi-governmental office
that oversees GCE exams—cancelled in-person exams. In lieu of
actual exams, they used teacher assessments of school records to
generate an algorithmically-normed grade. In August 2020, global
protests erupted after the release of the algorithmic grades, citing inconsistencies and socio-statistical biases [4, 113]. The exam
boards ultimately reversed course [84]—they globally rescinded the
algorithmic-assessed grades and revised the grades just based on
teacher assessed grades without the algorithmic standardization,
implying removal of the algorithm’s effect [82]. However, as we illustrate in this paper, taking the algorithmic calculation out did not
mean that the investments in the processes to achieve algorithmic
grading were also undone. Like the remnant traces on a palimpsest,
the imprint remained even after the algorithm was removed. These
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events provide a rare opportunity to witness the afterlife of a globally deployed algorithm and to investigate the state of the world with
and without the algorithm explicitly at play.
To situate the imprint in a practical setting, we chose Bangladesh
as the site for our case study conducting more than a year-long
community engagement consisting of 47 interviews and over 100
informal conversations. Instead of the UK events (which received
considerable press attention [47, 78]), we chose Bangladesh for
two reasons: first, there was a dearth of press coverage of the consequences of Ofqual’s decisions and student protests outside of
the UK, despite the fact that commonwealth students and teachers
constitute significant proportions of stakeholders for GCE exams
[116]. Second, empirical insights from under-explored geographies
and contexts in “the Global South” can potentially highlight novel
ways of living with and navigating algorithmic interventions developed in “the Global North” for FAccT and allied fields. Algorithmic
systems are often designed with particular infrastructural assumptions of places where they are designed (or, centers of production)
around available data and logistical support [24, 62]. Focusing on
proverbial geographic peripheries that do not confirm with these
assumptions allows us to map core struggles of operationalizing
algorithmic systems at scale and grappling with the challenging
consequences of their deployment.
Below, we ground the algorithmic imprint through related work in
situated algorithmic fairness and folk theories. Next, we share our
methods and contextualize the examinations through Bangladeshi
perspectives. Then, we construct a coherent timeline of “what”
happened in Bangladesh, contextualizing “why” and “how” they
happened through the lenses of the algorithmic imprint and conclude by sharing implications. In summary, our contributions are
three-fold.
• We introduce the concept of the algorithmic imprint to illustrate (1) how an algorithm’s impact extends beyond its
lifetime into its afterlife and (2) how merely removing an
algorithm does not necessarily undo its consequences.
• Utilizing the insights from 47 interviews, we present the first
coherent timeline that chronicles the Bangladeshi events
around the 2020 algorithmic grading of GCE A level exams
and situate the events through the lenses of the imprint
• We discuss implications at the design and governance levels,
highlighting how imprint-awareness can inform how developers design algorithms and how AI governance measures
facilitate it

2

GROUNDING THE ALGORITHMIC
IMPRINT

We conceptualized the algorithmic imprint—wherein the impacts of
an algorithmic system persist beyond its use—by drawing on three
distinct yet related threads: 1) infrastructure studies, 2) situated
fairness, and 3) folk theories and perceptions around the workings
of algorithms. Weaving these threads together, we chart the otherwise invisible underlying infrastructural conditions and practices
that make algorithmic deployments possible and contribute to their
potentially harmful impacts [103, 104]. Our work is oriented to describing the boundaries of an algorithmic system, and by extension,
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its constitution; it draws on and contributes to studies of the sociopolitical dynamics of algorithmic systems that trace the boundaries
of a system by its effects rather than by its technical specifications
[42, 91]. The methodological question of how to bound algorithmic
systems has significant consequences for questions of algorithmic
accountability.

2.1
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This lens emphasizes the agency and responsibility of analysts in
making choices—or what Suchman has called making “accountable
cuts” [106]—around which conditions and processes to focus on
and which lived experiences of an infrastructure deserve attention
[38, 102]. With the infrastructural lens, the algorithmic system is
bounded by its imbrication with existing conditions and processes.

Infrastructural Lens

Broadly, the body of algorithmic fairness literature consists of two
distinct, complementary analytic lenses to elucidate the ethical and
social consequences of algorithmic systems: the technical lens and
the contextual lens. We use these lenses as shorthands to guide how
the contours of the algorithm’s consequences define the system: when
a harm is identified, where do we look to find its source? These
lenses are neither mutually exclusive nor fully self-contained. We
use them to illustrate what is distinct about algorithmic imprint
and what we identify as a third, the infrastructural lens.
The technical lens finds the ethical consequences of algorithmic
systems in the methods and technical details of how the systems are
constructed, focusing interventions on best practices for constructing, modifying, or governing algorithmic systems. Exemplars of
the technical perspective include developing technical documentation and organizational accountability practices [39, 73, 86], audits
of the outputs of algorithmic systems [17, 80], demonstrations of
the perils of large datasets [11, 48, 56], and formalized models of
algorithmic fairness [10, 77]. With the technical lens, the algorithmic system is bounded by the statistical and material components
that are responsible for the harm—if one wants to understand the
algorithmic system and its consequences, one looks to how it is
technically built and operated.
The contextual lens finds the algorithmic ethical consequences
in the social and political relations that the system interfaces with.
Exemplars includes accounts of organizational roles and values in
AI/ML ethics [1, 5, 69], studies of how data technologies redistribute
social power [35, 85, 93], how algorithmic systems can reinforce
extant social and political biases [79, 90], and recapitulate a worldview with harmful and undesirable histories [7, 13, 71]. With the
contextual lens, the algorithmic system is bounded by (a) the social
context that has been formalized as training data and (b) the context
of the deployed site—if one wants to understand the algorithmic
system and its consequences, one looks to its context.
The infrastructural lens utilized here instead examines the social
and political conditions that make the system possible in the first
place. It asks: how must human lives and social systems be structured for this algorithmic system to operate and continue functioning? The focus is on the uneven imbrication of algorithmic systems
[64] with existing sociotechnical arrangements of people and things
that form a data infrastructure [44, 73]. Data infrastructures involve
connecting diverse existing practices that do not seamlessly stack
on top of each other [25, 101, 107]. When this infrastructure works
as expected, the practices holding the imbrication together become
invisible. They are made visible when the imbrication breaks down
[40, 104]. Grounded in the insight that infrastructures work for
some at the expense of others [27], the infrastructural lens focuses
either on the unevenness of the imbrication [24, 63, 83, 100] or
on such breakdowns and harmful consequences [33, 41, 59, 104].

2.2

Situated Fairness

From the infrastructural perspective, an imprint is not just technical
components of a system left behind after the algorithm is no longer
in use, but rather an account of its impacts as experienced by people
who are subject to it. How should we come to understand those
impacts to form a more coherent view of the imprint from slices
of infrastructure? Here we turn to situatedness (aka situated knowledges and situated methods), a notion that emerges foremost from
feminist Science & Technology Studies (STS). Haraway coined “situated knowledges” [45] to describe how it is impossible to achieve
objectivity as a God’s-eye-view or a “view from nowhere” of a
technoscientific system; she argues instead for an epistemic and ethical commitment to embodied and accountable objectivity wherein
the analyst is responsible for situating themselves and others in
producing an account how a system is constituted and what are
its consequences. The emphasis on partial, embodied knowledge
in situated methods also provides a model for understanding how
algorithmic fairness can be grounded in the experiences of those
most impacted by algorithmic systems through participatory research [53], guidelines for collecting research data [21] and revising
target states in statistical measures of fairness [36]. Indeed, strictly
abstract and technical accounts of algorithmic un/fairness often fail
to capture the full range of potential algorithmic harms and may
provide cover for deeper issues of injustice [44, 74, 77, 90, 92].
Building on this line of research, we propose an approach to
situated fairness where descriptions of how an algorithmic system
is constituted and its consequences are grounded in accounts of
people who live with it. Viljeon [108] argues that machine learning
is fundamentally a matter of relating individuals—their grades, their
credit, etc.—to a collective of historical data, through mechanisms
of statistical prediction. Similarly, Jacobs & Wallach [50] argue that
many contestations about algorithmic fairness are actually conflicts
over the validity of inferring unobservable theoretical constructs
(e.g., worker effectiveness) from observable features that are readily
available in datasets. Situated fairness is a matter of asking about
the lived conditions of that relating— what is the lived experience
of a predictive mechanism that relates individuals to collective(s)?
What infrastructures are necessary to sustain those relations and
how do people incorporate them into their everyday lives? As we
illustrate with the case study from Bangladesh below, concerns
over algorithmic fairness can be operative even where there is no
operational algorithm. Indeed, our research subjects intuitively understood their experience as a matter of algorithmic fairness—does
this system compare them to the local and international collective
of tests takers in a fair and understandable manner?—despite the
distinct lack of a sophisticated machine learning component. A
potential way through this paradox is a situated fairness approach
guided by the interests of the impacted stakeholders.
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2.3

Understanding Algorithmic Systems
through Perceptions and Folk Theories

Questions of autonomy, power, and agency of data subjects—people
who are “both resources and targets” for algorithmic systems
[111:2]—are emerging as topics of research in FAccT and allied
fields [22, 52, 54, 72]. Studies have suggested new ways for data
subjects to ‘know’ algorithms through improved measures for accountability and fairness, including disclosure requirements, regulatory oversight, and explainability [28, 57, 65, 89, 97]. This research
has expanded to consider the role that data subjects themselves
might play in generating understanding of the workings of algorithmic systems. While ordinary people may not be able to account
for algorithms in terms of statistics and code, they still develop an
idea of how these systems work and impact their lives. Studies of
data subjects’ folk theories of algorithms have tended to focus on
mundane sense making around how social media algorithms curate
their newsfeeds [15, 18, 34]. Central to these studies is unpacking
concerns that trigger such sensemaking and engagement with algorithmic systems that can range from publicly discussing their
experience [such as in 15, 18], to “everyday audits” and pursuing
remediation [95].
A key trigger for such engagement is the perceptions of data
subjects around being treated unfairly by algorithmic systems.
Research focusing on their perceptions often relies on building
speculative cases for appropriation of algorithmic systems to encourage data subjects to articulate their understanding of fairness
and thereby create boundaries around what an algorithmic system
should or should not do [12, 43, 61, 109, 110]. Our research draws
on and contributes to this literature by exploring a unique situation
in which an algorithm recedes from the collective imagination of a
data subject community because it is no longer deployed. Prompting participants to discuss the impacts of an algorithm brought
about conscious reflection on the extent to which the algorithmic
processes—which most thought had been eliminated when the algorithm was no longer in use—continued to structure their lives.

3

METHODS

The following chronology of events has been weaved together
through a series of 47 interviews taken since July 2021 with 33
students and 14 teachers from Bangladesh. Beyond the formal interviews, since September 2020, we had 103 informal conversations
with stakeholders. The preliminary informal conversations established rapport and trust with community members, many of whom
were initially hesitant to share out of fear of retribution. We also
engaged with community members through online groups, amplifying their voices whenever possible. Through a steady process
of community engagement through local contacts, we gradually
succeeded in gaining the trust of our participants.
Most of our participants are based in Dhaka (the capital of
Bangladesh) but some also come from other cities like Chottogram
(Chittagong), Narayanganj, and Sylhet. Amongst the students, 19
are Cambridge International Examinations (CIE) candidates and 8
are EdExcel candidates (further details in Sec. 4). All teachers had
at least five years of experience teaching experience for GCE O and
A Level. All informants are 18 years or older.
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After providing informed consent to participate, each interviewee
took part in semi-structured interviews that lasted 62 minutes on
average. 44 of 47 participants engaged in two rounds of interviews,
first at the start of the project and second towards the end. During
the first round of interviews, participants provided (a) perspectives on the exams (shared in Sec. 4) and (b) information around
the events surrounding the algorithmic grading, which forms the
timeline presented below. In the second round, participants were
encouraged to critically reflect on the events again while engaging with our prompts that brought the algorithmic imprint into
focus. To protect the privacy of our informants, we have redacted
identifiable details and added pseudonyms where applicable. The
interviews were primarily in Bangla, punctuated by sessions in
English or Banglish (a hybrid of Bangla and English). Two Banglaspeaking researchers did the translation. Many of our participants
shared email correspondence to corroborate their verbal accounts
of the sequence of events. Two researchers used an open-coding
scheme to iteratively conduct Thematic Analysis [6, 14] on the
data, culminating in themes presented in Section 5.5 around critical
engagement with the imprint.
We focus on GCE A Level for the June 2020 session because it
portrays a rare opportunity to analyze the state of the world with
and without algorithmic grading. For the sake of tractability and
reducing conflation, we will use CIE’s timeline as our baseline
for two reasons: first, teachers who taught both CIE and EdExcel
students felt that CIE did a better job with regular updates. Second,
EdExcel’s timeline is roughly the same and lags the CIE timeline.

4

CONTEXT: GCE EXAMS, & BANGLADESHI
PERSPECTIVES

There are two milestone exams—GCE O(ordinary) Level and
A(advanced) Level, typically taken in grades 10 and 12, respectively. In addition to International Baccalaureate (IB), GCE exams
are the predominant international high school certificates accepted
by universities worldwide [115]. In Bangladesh and beyond, there
are two UK-based boards that administer these exams—Pearson
EdExcel (or EdExcel) and Cambridge International Examinations
(CIE). Both boards are subject to the regulatory authority of Ofqual,
a non-ministerial government department in the UK [117]. For students in the GCE curricula, the O and A level exams are two of
the most consequential exams of their lives. “GCE A levels are the
make it or break it exam. You can be a bad student till your 11th
grade and if you shine in A levels, the past doesn’t matter” (S19).
The A level examination is particularly important since the results
govern not just university placements within one’s country but also
opportunities for both local and international scholarships [9, 75]:
This might be vulgar, but it feels like I’m paying money
to my colonizer in the UK for a piece of certificate that
tells the world I am no dumber than a local UK kid or
that I’m competitive at a US university. Sometimes, it’s
hard to ignore that reality. If our local [Bangladeshi]
curricula were well-accepted worldwide, my parents
might not have enrolled me for the GCE system (S21,
emphasis added).
There are two main institutional nodes in GCE exam administration
outside the UK. First is the British Council, the UK’s international
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organization for educational opportunities, which are located all
over the world; the one in Bangladesh is 70 years old (the country
itself is 50 years old as of 2021). The British Councils interface
with the UK boards and administer the tests at the country and
district levels [118]. The second node is comprised of the schools
or centers through which students register for these exams. There
is a variance in the number of subjects a student takes; for GCE O
Level, our participants took between six to fifteen subjects and for
A-Level, they took two to six subjects. Dhaka, the capital, has 115
out of the 146 schools (centers) in Bangladesh [32, 112].
The registration costs vary between boards. For each subject, participants reported registrations costs of approximately BDT 48,800
(USD 574) [119]. The costs can add up quickly; a student taking
exams for four subjects must pay ∼$2300 to take A Level exams.
Most “students sitting for GCE exams are from the lower middle to
the upper classes in society. For the rich, it’s nothing. For everyone
else, it might require saving for years or taking a loan to not just
pay for registration but also the associated school and coaching
center [cram school] fees” (S25). In comparison, SAT registration
fees are around $65 while AP is $40 per subject.
Practices of studying for these exams also differ from region to region. In Bangladesh, students “typically take it easy in the school
during the year and ramp up studying in the last few months” (S6).
Given the exam results are what counts as measure of academic
competence, “not every student takes the schoolwork as seriously
as students in other curricula might take. If you do well in the
exams, all ‘sins’ are forgiven” (S14). As a result, there is a level of
“cramming in the last 30-60 days before the exam begins. Some of
[the students] also strategically use the naturally occurring breaks
between subjects [to cram] during the exam period, which can last
for up to 1.5 months for A Levels” (S3).

5

SITUATING THE ALGORITHMIC IMPRINT:
CHRONICLING THE EVENTS IN
BANGLADESH

We situate the algorithmic imprint by chronicling events and a
timeline of events between March 15 to Aug 17, 2020. This period
covers the start of the Covid-19 lockdown to the end of the revised
grading process in Bangladesh. To facilitate their traceability and
understandability of the interconnected events, we have divided
the timeline into four acts that correspond with most participants’
accounts. Each act marks significant events that shifted the conditions and practices involved in the algorithmic grading of A level
exams:
• The first act covers the period between March 15 to March
30, 2020, when the decision to eventually cancel the exams
during a pandemic-induced lockdowns.
• The second act, spanning April 1 to August 10, 2020, focuses
on efforts around alternative assessments mechanisms (e.g.,
historical grades, rank order, and algorithmic standardization) and their limitations.
• Focusing on a single day, August 11, 2020, the third act recounts the protests and chaos on the “Results Day” when
the algorithmic grades were released.
• The fourth act, between August 12 to August 17, focuses on
the aftermath of the protests and removal of the algorithmic
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grading with a critical reflection on whose voice mattered
in enacting these revisions.
We illustrate imprint of algorithmic grading by highlighting the
conditions and practices that made its deployment possible and how
these conditions and practices persisted even when it was removed.
The events we describe co-constitute [51, 67, 70] in the timeline of
these events. To illustrate the imprint and engage with it, we rely
on two main sources: (1) the accounts of our research participants
(Sec. 5.1 to 5.4 chronicling the timeline), and (2) their self-reflections
when prompted to think through the conditions and practices of
the algorithmic mediation (in Sec. 5.5). We conclude each act (Sec.
5.1-5.4) by the implications of these acts for the imprint.

5.1

First Act: Lockdown and the flipflop around
exam cancellations (March 15- March 30)

The first act describes the pre-conditions needed for the algorithm
to come into existence and its resulting imprint. Around March
15, 2020, Bangladesh went into lockdown due to Covid-19 global
pandemic and chaos ensued around school closures. Overnight,
students faced a “chaotic and anxiety inducing” (S22) situation, particularly around how they would study at home and how the exam
would be administered in three months’ time. The month of March
is a “ramp up month when most of the mock exams take place”
(S4). The lockdown left students “in a limbo” (S8) while teachers
“faced intense levels of anxiety not knowing how to prepare [their]
students” (T8). Compounding these challenges, “online learning
infrastructure is basically non-existent. . . and data is expensive [in
Bangladesh], making the pivot to remote learning an extremely
difficult task. [Teachers] had no idea how use all these tools to teach
remotely. . . Learning is always in person in Bangladesh, not like
the US where you’ve a history of online classes” (T3).
Exacerbating the uncertainties was the flip flop around cancellations of exams. On March 20, CIE cancelled exams in the UK but
not internationally. Bangladeshi students felt alienated: “CIE only
cared about the safety of the UK students. We live in a third world
country. Why bother with our safety, right? All they care about
is our money” (S9). However, three days later around March 23,
CIE reversed its initial decision and cancelled exams globally. The
news of exam cancellation was met with mixed feelings. Students
and teachers were simultaneously relieved and stressed out. On the
one hand, students “felt relieved because [they] wouldn’t have to
risk exposing [themselves] or [their] families to the coronavirus”
(S13). On the other hand, they were also anxious; “we didn’t know
what’s going to happen—would we lose a year of progress? How
would they grade us if we don’t have exams?” (S5). From teachers’
perspective, they too appreciated being able to protect their families
but worried about assessment.
In summary, the pandemic-induced lockdowns produced the preconditions for an algorithmic intervention and by extension, its imprint, triggering a series of interventions in existing educational
practices in Bangladesh. Awareness of pre-conditions can help us
better understand how the contours of the imprint shape stakeholders’ lives.
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5.2

Second Act: The Long Chaotic Journey of
Alternative Assessments (April 1 – August
10)

In this act, we describe the data and organizational practices imposed by the algorithmic intervention and their roles in the imprint.
Around April 1, 2020, teachers learned about ‘alternative assessment” methods (T1, T12). Students would be evaluated using three
elements: (1) their past performance to generate an estimated grade
for a subject (called a Teacher Assessed Grade (TAG)), (2) their rank
order for each subject, and (3) an algorithmic standardization that
uses the personal data (rank order and TAG) but also historical data
at a center (school) level. As we will see, even though only the third
element can conventionally be considered “the algorithm”, TAG
and rank order are crucial for it to work and thus are implicated
in describing its imprint. Although these measures were touted as
“being fair and objective measures by the boards” (T13),they are
grounded in two problematic assumptions: (1) past performance is
predictive of future competence; and (2) no two students can be
equally competent in a subject (no ties allowed in ranking). These
two assumptions are crucial to implementing algorithmic grading
and making sense of its imprint.
5.2.1 Assessment Element 1: Teacher Assessed Grades (TAGs) & Historical Information. According to the exam boards, the teachers
could use sources like “mock exam results, past classwork performance, previous board exam grades” (T6). While this strategy
sounds reasonable in theory, but it is also problematic:
This is where the main disconnect happens. The UK folks
have no idea of the culture of learning [in Bangladesh].
Students barely start taking this seriously till the last
60 days when the real preparation begins. So, anything
before that [time] is not representative, is it? Also, how
many schools actually maintain these records rigorously? We aren’t like the UK where everything is digital.
[CIE] wants the data. Fine. But where will we get it?
Make it out of thin air? This whole historical data thing
is a mess (T5, emphasis added).
The teacher’s insights expose the mismatch in existing educational infrastructural conditions in the UK and in Bangladesh. They
also highlight the differences in situated practices of learning between the two ecosystems. Bangladeshi students often take a different
path to the exam, “contrary to what CIE assumes [the] students do”
(T6). Such a culture of exam preparation is not uncommon in South
Asia, where “exams are the end all be all. . . Learning culture-wise,
day-to-day classwork doesn’t really matter. Things are different
from ‘Western’ countries”’ (T13). In other words, unlike a “buildup culture” (S8) where daily course materials add up throughout
a term, the exam preparation culture in Bangladesh “happens in
bursts with everything culminating in the last 30-60 days” (S17).
Given this understanding, we can see how constructing a
historically-normed grade is problematic. Since no one can “change
the past, the historical grades made [the students] feel as though
[the exam boards] changed the rules of the game after the game
started” (S14, emphasis added). Many students felt “helpless and
voiceless” (S2, S9, S25). They felt they were “robbed of the agency
to build [their] own future” (S11) in the absence of the exam—“the
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great equalizer” (S8). Furthermore, only a minority of schools affiliated with our participants kept “rigorous records of students’ past
performance [because] it never mattered in the past” (T9). When
asked if the exam boards sought their input on how to formulate alternative assessment, everyone responded with a resounding, “No!”
Teachers and students alike were frustrated by the imposition of
these assumptions and contextualized their experience through the
lens of colonialism:
Not everyone takes the same path to reach the same
destination. [Bangladeshi] students do just as well if
not better than those in the UK. We know our methods
aren’t bad, but does the ‘mothership’ in the UK care?!
To them, we are just another third world country. We
must do what the colonial masters ask (T7)
The requirement produced a rush to assess students to compensate
for data voids on historical grades. The rush, in turn, created conditions for emergent mechanisms of arbitrary assessment, putting
disproportionate burdens on students. To “make up for the lack of
historical data” (S13), many centers had to impute the data. “Every
center ended up doing its own thing” (T9), which created confusion
amongst students. With “vague instructions that clearly weren’t
made with Bangladesh in mind” (T3), students were presented with
arbitrary assessment material. For example, many were asked to
take online mock exams in which one would be “solving the past
question papers from the last 5-10 years. If you have 5 subjects,
that’s 25-50 years’ worth of question papers” (S21). Many opted to
use mark schemes (answer keys) to solve these papers. While that
would technically count as cheating, students felt that in “these
unfair circumstances, that is the fair thing to do” (S16). Their reaction had an element of subversion aimed at regaining their voice
and power: “CIE was trying to f**k us up, so why can’t we f**k
them back?” (S24). Notably, students did not blame their teachers.
As one student put it: “Teachers are powerless here. The UK boards
gave them no support” (S8). Teachers acknowledged the “imperfect
nature” (T10) of these assessments as well.
5.2.2 Assessment Element 2: Rank order of students. Beyond the
TAGs, teachers were also asked to provide a rank order of students,
“and no ties were allowed no matter how similar the students were”
(T8). Neither the students nor the teachers knew why the ranking
had to be done in an ordinal manner or how it would be used. As
we will eventually witness in Sec. 5.4 and 5.5, the rank order will
play a crucial role in the algorithmic imprint (Sec. 5.4) and become a
focal point of critical reflections of participants (Sec. 5.5). With the
enforcement of ordinal ranking, the teachers “felt trapped. [They]
had to obey the orders from the UK boards but [they] struggled
with the ethics of ranking students like this. It didn’t feel fair” (T5).
A traditional exam allows for the possibility of ties in scores. With
the forced monotonic ordinal ranking, the statistical manifestation of
“fairness” is changed by a unilateral decision from the exam boards,
creating a new hierarchy between students through exam scores.
Every teacher corroborated this ordinal ranking requirement. Some
shared emails corroborating this instruction.
Between the first week of April and mid-June 2020 (when grades
were due), students and teachers juggled through multiple avenues
of assessment. The boards built a global platform for teachers to
submit their grades. Teachers had to download a “preformatted CSV
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file that caused more trouble than it solved” (T6). Confronted with
a “confusing series of instructions” (T8), teachers ultimately submitted their TAGs and rank orders by the June 16 deadline. Students
also suffered from “miscommunication during the April to June
period because the boards themselves sent conflicting information
around grades” (S27). Moreover, teachers felt that by putting the
responsibility on them to rank students, the boards were protecting
themselves and making teachers share “culpability if something
went wrong” (T14). They were made into potential “scapegoats;
students could reach out to teachers instead of the faceless exam
boards” (T2).
5.2.3 Assessment Element 3: Algorithmic Standardization. The
TAGs and ordinal ranking were created in service of the final facet
of the alternative assessment—the algorithmic standardization. The
following four factors situate the complexities around this standardization:”
First, no procedural details around the standardization were shared
before the grades were due in mid-June 2020. Around July 31, the
boards shared the first communication around the algorithmic procedures. By this time, most people “were exhausted. No one really
cared what the hell they’d do” (S26). Notably, the term “algorithm”
was never used in any of the communication. Participants perceived
the omission of the word “algorithm” as a preemptive “tactic to deter criticism” (S3). Moreover, only two out 47 informants recognized
the algorithmic equation during our conversations. Given how wellinformed our participants were, this was surprising. Participants
perceived the lack of disclosure of the algorithm as intentional,
insisting that the boards “wanted to hide everything till we were
exhausted and tired with the process. Releasing details after the
grade deadline also meant there was nothing [they] could do about
it” (T2).
Second, there was a controversial move to use of past performance
data at the cohort/center level. Beyond the individual student data,
the standardization process would take “the performance of previous cohorts from the same school into account” (S20). Hence,
a student’s grade could be severely impacted if previous cohorts
performed poorly, or if the school lacked historical data. While the
intent behind this might have been to deter schools from providing
unrealistically positive grades, the implications of potentially “punishing high performing cohorts with previously low performing
ones felt unfair” (S12). In the absence “school level historical data,
the boards would use regional or global averages, which would be
disastrous for [Bangladeshi] students” (T7), especially considering
the differences in educational infrastructures.
Third, many teachers made an (unfounded) assumption around how
the algorithm would work—they expected that the algorithm would
“intelligently bump [their] TAGs because [they] always gave lower
marks on mock exams to motivate the student to study harder” (T4).
Note that this is a “well-established cultural practice and students
expect the harsh grading” (T12). This assumption around ‘bumpingup’ grades was the most prevalent folk theory. Given the boards did
not divulge algorithmic details till grades were due, it was difficult
for the teachers to be informed about how the algorithm worked.
Teachers overestimated the algorithm’s abilities: “It’s clear that the
algorithm was stupid. Everyone knows we mark the mocks strictly.
We thought the system was intelligent” (T3).
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Fourth, and most importantly, no one was aware that the major reason behind demands for the non-tie-based ordinal rank order
was to accommodate data inputs to the algorithm. It was not that
the exam boards did not believe in ties. Rather, the algorithm, to
function properly, needed ordinal rank data with no ties as input.
The standardization process imposed data practices on teachers
to make student performance commensurate with the algorithm’s
inputs. The algorithm imposed a new set of infrastructural requirements from the educational ecosystem of Bangladesh: ordinal ranking, historical grades to generate TAGs, and school-level historical
data. When we brought these infrastructural requirements to their
attention, our participants expressed a mixture of disbelief and
frustration:
Holy shit! I always wondered why they pushed us to do
[the ranking] in this manner. . . This also makes me so
angry. To force us to do all these things just so that an
algorithm could work is insane. No wonder they hid the
algorithmic details from us. (S4, emphasize added)
In a nutshell, this act illustrates how algorithms living in the
digital world often shape data and organizational practices in the
real-world that persist well beyond the algorithm’s deployment. The
TAGs and ordinal rank order are rooted in typical algorithmic interventions: (1) using the past to predict the future, and (2) using
group data to make judgements about individuals. They are also
emerging infrastructural practices that made standardization possible. The practices centered on producing them are the core aspects of
the algorithmic imprint that continued to have a lasting impact on
the stakeholders, persisting even when the standardization was removed (Sec. 5.4 and 5.5). Stakeholders’ folk theories of algorithmic
performance created major downstream effects (over-estimating
the algorithm’s abilities) from upstream requirements (ordinal ranking).

5.3

Third Act: Results, Protests, and
Villainization (August 11)

On Aug 11, the algorithmically calculated A level results (hereafter
referred to as Round 1) were announced. The announcement was
met with worldwide protests. On the one hand, risking arrests,
Bangladeshi students “protested because [they] felt they had been
robbed off their future” (S26). This student shared the psychological
impact of the announcement:
I felt so helpless. What’d I tell my parents? They invested
so much money, and this is what I’ve to show for? They
won’t even understand all the algorithmic stuff. I knew
I had to go to protest. This was not fair (S27).
The teachers, on the other hand, faced backlash from students.
Students could not reach out to “faceless organizations that were
pulling strings in the UK” (T9). The teachers, being the only accessible party, felt like a “punching bag, taking the blow for something
[they] had no voice in” (T4). As another teacher recounted:
I’ve never felt like a villain in my 20+ years of teaching.
My phone had 83 missed calls in 2 hours that day. My
own students, my own kids, were blaming me. Problem
is, I had no agency—I couldn’t even reach out to the
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boards. It was pure chaos. It made me question my selfworth as a teacher. I’ve never ever done that. (T12).
The third act highlights how certain lived experiences can shape
stakeholders’ sensemaking of algorithmic operations. These lived
experiences have deep and persistent psychological impacts. Participants had vivid recollections of the Results Day and how it shaped
their experience of algorithmic grading. Understanding the imprint
requires that we pay attention to these events and identify the practices that matter most to data subjects in their lived experiences of
algorithmic systems. After all, these conditions and practices shape
the contours of the imprint in the first place.

5.4

Fourth Act: Revised Grades and the
Algorithm’s Afterlife (August 12 onwards)

The final act illustrates one of the most important aspects of the
imprint: how it persists even when the algorithm is removed. On
August 17, 2020, CIE announced that they are rescinding all grades
globally, “a once in a lifetime event” (T8). They shared that “no one
will receive a grade lower than the TAG” (S27). This meant that the
algorithmic standardization was no longer in use, although the boards
never “explicitly acknowledge they were removing the algorithm.
It’s as if they knew they screwed up but lacked the courage to own
up to their mistakes” (S19).
When the grades were revised (hereafter referred to as Round
2), they “improved across the board” (T10). It was clear that TAGs
were more “in line with student expectations than the algorithmic
adjustments” (S17). In Bangladesh, many students actively apologized to teachers. The teacher who felt villainized (in the previous
subsection) reported:
The flowers and apologies meant the world to me. I chose
to be a teacher because I love helping students. I am still
upset, but my anger is towards the boards who used us
as human shields. (T12, emphasis added)
Despite all the struggles, this story, on the surface, appears to have
a happy ending—the algorithmic standardization was removed and
the “majority of the students were happy with the grades” (T10). The
grades of all 33 students increased or remained the same. However,
was the algorithmic intervention truly undone? Recall that students
were never re-graded from scratch. Every teacher underscored how
“the need to rank students without ties fundamentally impacted how
[they] assigned certain grades to students” (T9). The rank order was
a vestige of the algorithmic processes that fundamentally influenced
TAGs. Without regrading from scratch, both these elements persisted
as imprints of algorithmic grading even when the standardization
step was removed. Teachers highlighted how it appeared “as if the
ghost of the algorithm remained when the revision happened” (T12).
We prompted teachers and asked: if you did not have to rank your
students as the algorithm required, would you have graded them
differently? Every teacher answered with a resounding, “Yes”! One
of the teachers aptly summarized:
We changed the way we graded because the standardization required us to. I’d never rank my students like
this. When the grade revisions happened, we didn’t assign new TAGs. Students still had the old TAGs, which

meant the ranking is still there. So, the ghost of the
algorithm is still there (T5, emphasis added).
Like the remnants in a palimpsest, the imprint of an algorithm persists
even in its afterlife. The frequent recurrence of “the ghost of the
algorithm” in our conversations profoundly shaped our conception
of the algorithmic imprint. At the surface, it might seem that, as the
exam boards claimed, simply removing the algorithmic standardization resolved the problems of socio-statistical bias in received
grades. However, further reflection reveals a different picture: while
the standardization was removed, the algorithmic processes were
never undone. There is no simple “undo” button for algorithmic
deployments.

5.5

Critical Engagement with the Algorithmic
Imprint

We switch gears and critically engage with the concept of the algorithmic imprint by presenting the emergent themes from the second
round of interviews. During the second round of interviews, to
encourage critical reflection among participants on their struggles,
we focused more explicitly on using the concept of the algorithmic
imprint and related insights that emerged from the first round. This
self-reflective exercise generated thematic insights on key affordances of the algorithmic imprint for different stakeholders to make
sense of algorithmic interventions. Below we share three thematic
aspects of imprint-aware participants’ critical reflections: (1) the
frequent invisibility of people as infrastructure [60, 98] and how the
imprint can be a resource to account for invisible labor; (2) struggles
with a lack of agency and voice and how the imprint can act as
an anchor for enacting accountability; and (3) critically questioning
the very need for algorithms and how the imprint can be a guiding
principle to promote mindful deployments.
First, starting with invisibility of people as infrastructure, teachers shared that they received no recognition or compensation. The
boards did not “pay a single Taka [Bangladesh’s currency] despite
making [the teachers] to do the work” (T2). The hidden labor was
unnecessarily harder because the algorithm required ordinal ranking with no ties. With the eventual removal of standardization,
their work became even more invisible. Seeing their efforts through
the lenses of imprint brought these invisible elements back into
to conscious reflection, creating affordances for the participants to
account for their invisible labor. As one teacher put it: “this imprint
thing you described helps me in two ways—it helps me understand
how my efforts were exploited by the boards. It also makes me selfaware of my own contributions” (T8). Without the notion of the
imprints, teachers felt “their hidden labor would’ve been impossible
to identify” (T2).
Second, participants often shared their struggles with lack of agency
and voice as the process of algorithmic grading unfolded. Although
the revised grades were mostly better than algorithmic grades,
most reported that they were left with a “bad aftertaste” (S18) and
a deep sense of injustice. While they “appreciated the improved
grades, [they] could not ignore what the process had put them
through” (S19). When prompted to reflect on their experience using
the vocabulary of imprint, students, just like their teachers, noted
that it helped them pinpoint “the source of the sadness [they] felt
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even if the grades improved” (S3). Reflecting on the concept, this
student expressed a reconciliatory moment:
Despite my grades improving, something always felt
off. The metaphor [of algorithmic imprint] gives me a
thread to connect the dots now. The imprint helps me
track the pain and suffering. It can never be erased. It
helps because now I know who to hold accountable—it
isn’t the teachers. It’s the UK boards. (S17)
The imprint, thus, offers a way “to understand the hidden sources
of injustice even when things look good on the surface” (S14). It can
act as an anchor for enacting accountability and situate struggles
of living with algorithmic systems, affording traceability to capture
effects otherwise hard to detect. It can facilitate a deeper understanding of how the very infrastructural conditions and practices
that make such systems possible can also be unfair in their own
unique ways.
Third, the imprint helped our participants critically question the
very need for algorithmic deployments, a sentiment expressed by
this participant: “After all the hassle, we now know that we could
have done the whole damn thing without the algorithm. So why did
we add it in the first place” (S14, emphasis added)? Even though the
algorithmic standardization was removed, the participants could not
ignore how “an unfair infrastructure was set up [for it] burdening
people” (T5). Teachers felt that imprint-awareness “would have
made the bosses in UK think twice before going ahead with this
mindless catastrophe” (T14), highlighting how imprint can serve as
an ethical principle for mindful deployment and appropriation of
algorithmic systems.

6

IMPLICATIONS OF THE ALGORITHMIC
IMPRINT

The notion of the algorithmic imprint has practical and conceptual implications. In this section, we highlight three implications
around how imprint-awareness can (a) reframe how we think about
algorithmic impact, (b) inform how we design algorithms, and (c)
guide us in AI governance. These implications are not intended to
be exhaustive; rather, a starting point for a critically constructive
discourse on algorithmic deployments.
First, being aware of the imprint-laden nature of algorithms can
broaden how we can assess algorithmic impacts. Typically, FATErelated impacts are most salient and addressed during the lifetime
(or use) of the algorithm [86]. As our findings illustrate, just because
an algorithm is removed, it does not mean its effects are undone.
The concept of the imprint can empower stakeholders to address
these issues in the afterlife even when the algorithm is removed.
The death of the algorithm does not entail the death of the issues it
created. Moreover, algorithmic impacts can be harder to detect in
the algorithm’s afterlife because its absence can make these issues
invisible. The fact that there is no easy “undo” button for algorithmic deployments implies that, on the one hand, developers and
operators need situated fairness perspectives around the tangibility
of infrastructural conditions and practices that emerge to sustain
algorithmic interventions. On the other hand, activists and regulators must also acknowledge the persistence of these practices in
approaches to remediate algorithmic harms and demand accountability beyond removing algorithmic components of a system. The
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notion of the imprint provides a tractable pathway to include the
socio-political factors around the technical algorithmic system in
our conceptualization of algorithmic harms and biases. It extends
the locus of analysis and becomes a junction between use (lifecycle)
and post-use (afterlife), broadening the assessments of algorithmic
impact.
Second, attention to hard and persistent infrastructural impacts
can facilitate imprint-aware algorithm design. Designers and developers can utilize the imprint as a guiding tool to think about the
footprint of their creations and design to mitigate harm. Software,
by its nature, is malleable, reversible, and mutable [19, 49]. Lines
of code are easily commented out, deleted, and their digital effects
reversed easily [55, 87]. It may be illusive to think that because algorithms are made of software, their effects are transient. However, as
our findings highlight, it is anything but that. These digital lines of
codes in algorithms can leave imprints in the data infrastructure in
the real-world and leave their mark on stakeholders at the cognitive,
behavioral, and emotional levels. As we saw in our case study, an
algorithm that benignly requires ordinal scores can permanently
and harmfully alter the relationship between teachers and students
in a well-established educational culture. What if the developers of
the Ofqual algorithm were aware of the potential impact of their algorithms outside the bounds of algorithmic grade standardization?
If algorithmic designers are aware that their digital creations can
leave persistent imprints in the real-world, they can configure the
infrastructure such that such that upstream changes (e.g., parameter
tuning, data inputs) [29, 31] in the algorithm’s makeup do not cause
harmful downstream effects on stakeholders (e.g., unfair treatment)
[30]. Even if there are drastic changes, the imprints can be designed
to be made more explicit so that people subjected by them are more
aware of them. Awareness and traceability of the contours of the
imprint can facilitate improved active participation in algorithmic
mediation [62]. An imprint-aware design mindset treats stakeholders
as active (as opposed to passive) participants in the design process.
If designers are imprint-aware and do not assume algorithmic impacts are easily undone, they may design things differently. For
instance, developers can add checkpoints to the development cycle that explicitly tackle different scenarios arising from divergent
forms of imprints. Teams can take a participatory approach with
stakeholders and utilize techniques from HCI such as scenariobased design [88], Reflective Design [30, 94], and Value Sensitive
Design [37] to mitigate the ill-effects of imprints. Lessons from
the algorithmic afterlife can reflexively inform an imprint-aware
design mindset of algorithms resulting in better accountability in
deployment. The imprint-aware design mindset, in turn, can make
the algorithmic development process more human-centered and
sociotechnically-informed.
Third, algorithmic imprints have sociotechnical complexities that
require interventions at the governance level. Technical interventions
alone cannot mitigate harms from algorithms. Thus, we need to
complement imprint-aware algorithm design with appropriate AI
governance [23]. Organizationally, imprint-awareness can be incorporated into existing AI ethics literacy programs [66] similar
to recent work demonstrating that literacy of dark patterns can
promote self-reflection and mitigate harms [68]. Algorithmic imprint literacy programs can empower (a) designers and developers
to proactively mitigate harm and (b) end-users to be proactively
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aware of them. These programs can include simulation exercises
using speculative design [8] and reflective design [94] to envision
“what could go wrong” [20] from the technical and infrastructural
perspectives. Many algorithmic governance mechanisms have been
developed for the machine learning lifecycle, but these mechanisms
are largely focused on the technical components most proximate
to the activities of data scientists. None yet facilitate governance
or consideration of data infrastructures that precede the construction of datasets, which are increasingly recognized as ethically
consequential [48, 96]. Moreover, an imprint-aware mindset can
proactively guide legislation and regulations around algorithmic
deployments. As we step into a future where more algorithmic deployments are stopped, we need the necessary regulatory foresight
to address imprints in the algorithms’ afterlife. For instance, recently Facebook has stopped using its facial recognition algorithm
[114, 120]. However, its imprint remains in the models trained with
the data and manifests in multitudes across other Facebook-owned
platforms where the algorithm is still in use [46]. As regulators
increasingly turn toward transparency mechanisms such as algorithmic impact assessments [2, 76], there should be some incorporation of infrastructural perspectives into such assessments. The
notion of the imprint provides practical tools to broaden our conception of algorithmic impact, especially in the algorithm’s preceding
infrastructures and in its afterlife, as effects linger.

7

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduce the concept of the algorithmic imprint
to illustrate how algorithmic consequences and harms can extend
well beyond the algorithm’s lifetime. The concept of the imprint
provides the vocabulary to talk about the algorithm’s afterlife, an
uncharted domain. We practically situate the concept of the imprint
through the events in Bangladesh around the Ofqual algorithmic
grading of the June 2020 GCE A-Level exams during the Covid-19
pandemic restrictions. Chronicling more a year-long community
engagement consisting of 47 interviews with teachers and students,
we present the first coherent timeline of not only what happened
in Bangladesh but also contextualize the events through the lenses
of the imprint. Integrating student and teacher perspectives, we
provide interweaving layers of context, adding novel perspectives
about the social and ethical consequences of the data infrastructures
and social structures necessary to support algorithmic grading. In
analyzing the case study, we deploy the notions of an infrastructural
lens (foregrounding the infrastructures necessary to support algorithmic systems) and situated fairness (the prioritization of the lived
experiences of impacted stakeholders in the construction of algorithmic fairness measures). Despite the removal of the algorithmic
standardization of the exam grades, we illustrate how and why the
algorithm left persistent imprints at the infrastructural, social, and
individual levels. Like the remnant traces on a palimpsest, the imprints of the algorithm can persist long after its deployment period.
Recognition of the imprint-laden nature of algorithms provides a
means to theorize how the impacts of an algorithmic system exceed
the technical boundaries and the lifetime of that system. Thus, it
broadens how we assess algorithmic impact. Imprint-awareness can
allow us to identify implications that inform algorithm design for
designers and developers and guide legislation and regulations for
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policymakers engaged in AI governance. Thus, an imprint-aware
mindset can make algorithmic deployments more human-centered
and sociotechnically-informed. Not paying attention to algorithmic
imprints can inhibit our abilities to sufficiently tackle a future where
more algorithmic operations are discontinued yet their harmful
effects persist.
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